New insights into clonality and panmixia in Plasmodium and toxoplasma.
Until the 1990s, Plasmodium and Toxoplasma were widely considered to be potentially panmictic species, because they both undergo a meiotic sexual cycle in their definitive hosts. We have proposed that both parasites are able of clonal (nonrecombining) propagation, at least in some cycles. Toxoplasma was soon shown to be a paradigmatic case of clonal population structure in North American and in European cycles. But the proposal provoked an outcry in the case of Plasmodium and still appears as doubtful to many scientists. However, the existence of Plasmodium nonrecombining lines has been fully confirmed, although the origin of these lines is debatable. We discuss the current state of knowledge concerning the population structure of both parasites in the light of the recent developments of pathogen clonal evolution proposed by us and of new hypotheses presented here.